Arrangements for dealing with code
of conduct complaints against
councillors

1.

The Code of Conduct

The Localism Act 2011 requires all local authorities to adopt a code of
conduct setting out the standards of behaviour expected from local
councillors.
Oxford City Council has adopted a code of conduct for members, which is
available for inspection on the council’s website and on request from the
Monitoring Officer: standards@oxford.gov.uk.
Each of the parish councils in Oxford may adopt their own Code of Conduct
and a copy of their Code of Conduct should be found on the relevant parish
council website.
The Localism Act 2011 also requires local authorities to have in place
“arrangements” under which allegations that an elected or co-opted member
of the district or parish council has failed to comply with the relevant Code of
Conduct can be investigated and decisions made on such allegations.
These arrangements set out:
1. how to make a complaint about the conduct of an elected or co-opted
member of Oxford City Council or of the following parish councils:
Blackbird Leys PC; Old Marston PC; Littlemore PC; Quarry &
Risinghurst PC
2. how the Council will deal with such complaints
Decisions reached by the Monitoring Officer under this complaints process will
be reported to the next scheduled meeting of the Standards Committee for
noting.

2.

Making a complaint

Complaints must be submitted in writing to Oxford City Council’s Monitoring
Officer using the Code of Conduct complaint form. When complete, your form
should be sent to the Monitoring Officer by post or email (preferred).
By post:

Monitoring Officer, Oxford City Council St Aldate’s Chambers
109-113 St Aldates, Oxford, OX1 1DS

Email:

standards@oxford.gov.uk

The Monitoring Officer will not normally consider a complaint unless it is in
writing and a complaint form has been received. This is to ensure that all of
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the relevant information is provided and, where necessary, consent to share
information has been obtained so that the complaint can be processed.
If you do not have access to the internet or have difficulty completing the form
please contact 01865 252402 for assistance.
Where a complaint is made against more than one councillor, a separate
complaint form must be completed in respect of each councillor.
If you are making the complaint on behalf of a number of individuals, please
nominate one person as the single point of contact to whom all
correspondence will be addressed.

3.

The complaint process

Appendix 1

flow chart detailing the complaint process

Appendix 2

glossary of terms used during the complaint process

Appendix 3

procedure to be followed at a Standards Committee Local
Hearing

Appendix 4

Complaint form

Paragraph 9

indicative timescale for each stage of the complaint process

The Monitoring Officer will acknowledge receipt of the complaint within 5
working days.
The Monitoring Officer is entitled to dismiss the complaint at the outset if:


the Subject Councillor is no longer a councillor;



the complaint is made anonymously;



the same, or substantially the same issue has been the subject of a
previous Code of Conduct allegation and there is nothing further to be
gained;



the complaint is essentially against the action of the council as a whole
and cannot properly be directed against individual councillor(s);



the complaint does not relate to the conduct of a councillor and is a
service complaint or other matter;



the complaint is against an officer of the Council.

If the complaint identifies criminal conduct (including a failure to register
disclosable pecuniary interests) or breach of other regulations by any person,
the Monitoring Officer will refer the complaint to the police or other regulatory
agencies. No further action will be taken in relation to such complaints until
any related criminal/regulatory investigation, proceedings or processes have
been concluded.
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Anonymous complaints will not normally be investigated, unless there is clear
public interest in doing so and the Monitoring Officer considers that a fair
investigation can be carried out.
Requests from Complainants for the Monitoring Officer to withhold their
identity, so that they remain anonymous to the Subject Councillor, are not
ordinarily granted. The Monitoring Officer has to balance the right of the
Subject Councillor to properly understand the complaint against them and
respond to it, with the rights of the Complainant. This normally means that the
Subject Councillor will need to be told who is making the complaint.
All parties are encouraged to respond promptly to any correspondence in
relation to the complaint. All parties will be kept updated as to how the
complaint is progressing. If at any stage in the complaint process the
Complainant fails to respond, the complaint may be treated as withdrawn; if
the Subject Councillor fails to respond, the complaint will be determined on
the basis of the information available.

4.

Will the complaint be investigated

The Monitoring Officer will review every complaint received and, after
consultation with an Independent Person (either in person or electronically),
take a decision as to the following:


That no further action should be taken



Refer the complaint for local resolution (which might involve an apology
or training or some other form of mediation)



Refer the complaint for investigation

This is known as the Assessment stage and its purpose is to establish if there
are valid grounds to investigate the complaint. At this stage there is no
consideration or decision about whether or not there has been a breach of the
Code of Conduct.
When reviewing Code of Conduct complaints the Monitoring Officer, in
consultation with an Independent Person(s), will have regard to the following
assessment criteria:
Adequate information

The Monitoring Officer must be satisfied that there
is sufficient information available at the “initial test
and assessment stage” to decide whether the
complaint should be referred for investigation or
other action.
The Monitoring Officer may provide other
information which is readily available and which
may assist in the consideration of the complaint
“initial test and assessment stage”. This may
include details of attendees at events, copies of
agendas, reports and minutes of meetings or
copies of the Members’ entry in the Register of
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Members’ Interests. It will not include conducting
interviews with witnesses.
If insufficient information is available, the
Monitoring Officer will not normally refer the
complaint for investigation or other action.
Official capacity

The Monitoring Officer must be satisfied that that
the Subject Member was acting in an official
capacity.

Timescale

The Monitoring Officer will take into account when
the events subject to the complaint took place and
will not normally investigate or pursue other action
if the events occurred more than 6 months prior to
the complaint being submitted other than in
exceptional circumstances, such as where the
conduct relates to a pattern of behaviour which
has recently been repeated.

Seriousness

The Monitoring Officer will not normally refer a
matter for investigation or other action if it is
considered trivial, malicious, vexatious, politically
motivated or tit-for-tat.
Where the complaint appears to relate to the
“rough and tumble of political debate” and pertains
to conduct between Members or Members and coopted Members rather than between Members and
the public or officers, in most instances no further
action will be taken.

Public interest

Consideration will be given as to whether the
public interest would be served by referring a
complaint for investigation or other action.


the public interest would not normally be
served where, for instance, a member has
died, resigned or is seriously ill.



If the complaint has already been the subject of
an investigation or other action relating to the
Code of Conduct or the subject of an
investigation by other regulatory authorities, it
is unlikely that it will be referred for
investigation or other action unless it is evident
that the public interest will be served by further
action being taken.



If the complaint relates to a former Member of
Oxford City Council or one of the parish
councils within the city boundary who is now a
Member of another authority the Monitoring
Officer may refer the matter to that authority for
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consideration.
Multiple Complaints

A single event may give rise to similar complaints
from a number of complainants. Where possible
these complaints will be considered by the
Monitoring Officer at the same time. Each
complaint will, however, be determined separately.
If an investigation is deemed to be appropriate the
Monitoring Officer may decide that, in the interests
of efficiency, only one complaint should go forward
for investigation, with the other complainants being
treated as potential witnesses in that investigation.

Before reaching a decision the Monitoring Officer may request further
information from the Complainant and the Subject Councillor or obtain
information which is readily available such as minutes of Council meetings. If
the complaint relates to a Parish Councillor the Monitoring Officer may consult
the Parish Council. This will extend the timescale for dealing with the
complaint.
The Monitoring Officer may seek to resolve the complaint informally, without
the need for a formal investigation. If the Subject Councillor makes a
reasonable offer to settle the complaint informally, but the Complainant is not
willing to accept that offer, the Monitoring Officer will take account of this in
deciding whether the complaint merits formal investigation.
The Monitoring Officer will normally reach an assessment within 20 working
days of receipt of the complaint, however, in some instances this may take
longer.
If the Monitoring Officer decides not to investigate the complaint he/she will
explain why. That will be the end of the matter.

5.

How is the investigation conducted?

If the Monitoring Officer decides that a complaint merits investigation, he/she
will appoint an Investigating Officer, who may be another officer of the
Council, an officer of another authority or an external investigator.
The Investigating Officer will usually need to speak to the Complainant to
discuss the complaint and may need to see relevant documents or interview
other witnesses. The Complainant will be able to suggest what documents
and which witnesses the Investigating Officer should consider seeing.
The Investigating Officer will also normally see the Subject Councillor and
provide them with the same opportunity to identify sources of evidence and
witnesses.
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At the end of his/her investigation, the Investigating Officer will produce a draft
report and send it, in confidence, to the Complainant and to the Subject
Councillor, for comment.
The Investigating Officer will consider any comments the Complainant and/or
the Subject Councillor make before sending the final report to the Monitoring
Officer.

6.

What happens if the Investigating Officer concludes that
there is no evidence of a failure to comply with the Code
of Conduct?

The Monitoring Officer will review the Investigating Officer’s report and, if
he/she is satisfied with the quality of the investigation undertaken and that the
Investigating Officer’s report is sufficient, the Monitoring Officer will write to
the Complainant and to the Subject Councillor, confirming that he/she is
satisfied that no further action is required. A copy of the Investigating Officer’s
final report will be provided to the Subject Councillor at that time. If the case
concerns a Parish councillor he/she will also send a copy to the Parish
Council concerned. That will be the end of the matter.
If the Monitoring Officer is not satisfied that the investigation has been
conducted properly, he/she may ask the Investigating Officer to reconsider
his/her report.
In considering the Investigating Officer’s report, the Monitoring Officer may
consult with an Independent Person(s) if he/she considers it appropriate to do
so.
The Monitoring Officer may consider that there are “learning points” which
should be shared with the Subject Councillor or the Standards Committee.

7.

What happens if the Investigating Officer concludes that
there is evidence of a failure to comply with the Code of
Conduct?

The Monitoring Officer will review the Investigating Officer’s report and after
consulting an Independent Person(s) will then either seek local resolution or
send the matter for local hearing before the Standards Committee.
Local Resolution
If the Monitoring Officer thinks that the complaint can reasonably be resolved
without the need for a hearing he/she will consult with an Independent
Person(s) and with the Complainant and seek to agree a fair resolution. It is
important though that any resolution also helps to ensure higher standards of
conduct for the future. Possible local resolutions may include the Subject
Councillor accepting that his/her conduct was unacceptable and offering an
apology. If the Subject Councillor complies with the suggested resolution, the
Monitoring Officer will report the outcome to the Standards Committee (and,
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where relevant, to the Parish Council for information), but will take no further
action. That will be the end of the matter.
Local Hearing Panel
If the complaint is not resolved through local resolution then the Monitoring
Officer will refer the Investigating Officer’s report to the Standards Committee
which will convene a Local Hearing Panel to determine whether or not the
Code of Conduct was breached.
The Local Hearing Panel will comprise a minimum of three elected members
of the Standards Committee plus an Independent Person. The Monitoring
Officer will select the membership of each Local Hearing Panel.
This is not a Court process but, in order to be fair to everyone, formalities are
followed so that a proper decision can be reached.
The procedure to be followed at the Local Hearing Panel is detailed at
Appendix 3.
The Local Hearing Panel may conclude that the Subject Councillor did not fail
to comply with the Code of Conduct, and so dismiss the complaint. That will
be an end to the matter.

8.

What action can the Local Hearing Panel of the
Standards Committee take when a Councillor has failed
to comply with the Code of Conduct?

If the Local Hearing Panel concludes that the Subject Councillor did fail to
comply with the Code of Conduct, the Chair will inform the Subject Councillor
of this finding and the Panel will then consider what action, if any, it should
take as a result of the failure to comply with the Code of Conduct. In doing
this, the Panel will give the Subject Councillor an opportunity to make
representations and will consult the Independent Person(s).
The Local Hearing Panel may:


Censure or reprimand the Subject Councillor;



Recommend to the Subject Councillor’s group leader (or in the case
of un-grouped members, recommend to Council) that he/she be
removed from any or all Committee or Sub-Committees of the
Council;



Recommend to the Leader of the Council that the Subject Councillor
be removed from the City Executive Board, or removed from
particular portfolio responsibilities;



Recommend to Council that the Subject Councillor be replaced as
Executive Leader;



Instruct the Monitoring Officer to, or recommend that a Parish Council,
arrange training for the Subject Councillor.



Publish its findings in respect of the Subject Councillor’s conduct;
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Report its findings to Council, or to a Parish Council, for information;

The Local Hearing Panel has no power to suspend or disqualify the member
or to withdraw or suspend allowances or restrict access to or use of Council
facilities.
Within 10 working days the Monitoring Officer will prepare a formal decision
notice, in consultation with the Chair of the Local Hearing Panel, and send a
copy to the Complainant, to the Subject Councillor (and to the Parish Council
if appropriate).
The decision notice will be published as part of the minutes of the Local
Hearing Panel meeting and will be placed on the Council’s website unless the
Monitoring Officer determines that it should remain confidential or it contains
exempt information.

9.

Timescales

The timescales quoted below are indicative. They are not guaranteed and are
included here to illustrate the likely duration of the complaints process. Actual
timescales may be significantly shorter or longer depending on the complexity
and content of the complaint.
Stage in complaints process
Indicative timescales
Acknowledge
receipt
of within 5 working days of receipt of
complaint or dismissal of invalid complaint
complaints
Assessment stage decision
Issued to Subject Councillor and
Complainant within 25 working days of
receipt of complaint
Investigation
A formal investigation normally takes
around 8 - 12 weeks from the
appointment of an appropriate
investigator
Local Hearing Panel
within 25 working days of receipt of the
final investigation report – which
includes:
 10 working days to prepare hearing
papers and hold any pre-hearing
meetings
 10 working days for Subject
Councillor to submit a response to
the Investigator’s report and hearing
papers
 5 working days for agenda
publication
Local Hearing Panel decision
Issued to Subject Councillor and
Complainant and published within 10
working days of the Local Hearing Panel
meeting
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10.

Appeals

There is no right of appeal for the Complainant or for the Subject Councillor
against a decision of the Monitoring Officer or of the Standards Committee.
However, the Monitoring Officer reports these decisions to the Council’s
Standards Committee so there is oversight of how these matters are dealt
with.

11.

Document Retention

The documentation relating to a complaint will be retained for 6 years from the
conclusion of the complaint, irrespective of the outcome of the complaint.
Minutes of the Standards Committee will be retained in the same way as the
minutes of other council decision making bodies.

12.

Revision of these arrangements

The Council may by resolution agree to amend these arrangements. The
Standards Committee, on the advice of the Monitoring Officer, may depart
from these arrangements where it is necessary to do so in order to secure the
effective and fair consideration of any matter.
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Annex 1: Flow chart for code of conduct complaints against councillors
Complaint
submitted

Initial Filter
Complaint
referred to
police

Informal Resolution
Facilitated by the
Monitoring Officer

Monitoring Officer will
determine whether complaint
is valid, to be referred to police
or dismissed.

Assessment
Complaint assessed by
Monitoring Officer and
Independent Person

Investigation
Monitoring Officer will appoint
Investigation Officer where
complaint merits formal
investigation

Local Resolution
Facilitated by the
Monitoring Officer

Breach of
the Code
of Conduct

Decision
Notice

:

Complaint
dismissed
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No further
action

No breach

Standards Committee
Local Hearing

Annex 2: Glossary of terms

Complainant(s)

The person/people making the complaint.

Initial tests and
assessment stage

A meeting or discussion between the Monitoring Officer
and an Independent Person to consider a complaint
against the initial tests and assessment criteria.

Local Hearing

A meeting of the Local Hearing Panel of the Standards
Committee at which they consider whether the “Subject
Councillor” has breached the code of conduct.

Independent person

The Council must appoint at least one Independent
Person and seek that person’s views before it takes
decision on a complaint that it has decided to
investigate. The Independent Person’s views can also
be sought by the council on any other issue in the
complaints handling process. The Independent Person
will also provide, on request, procedural advice to a
Subject Councillor.

Investigator

The person appointed by the Monitoring Officer to
undertake a formal investigation. This may involve the
appointment of an investigating officer, who may be
another officer of the council, an officer of another
council or an external investigator.

Legal advisor

The officer responsible for providing legal advice to the
Local Hearing Panel of the Standards Committee. This
may be the Monitoring Officer, another legally qualified
officer, or someone appointed for this purpose from
outside the council.

Monitoring officer

The Monitoring Officer is a senior officer of the council
who has statutory responsibility for maintaining the
register of councillors’ interests and who is responsible
for administering the system in respect of complaints of
councillor misconduct.

Public interest

Public Interest considerations are at the heart of this
process. The Monitoring Officer must balance the
appropriate use of public resource in dealing with
complaints with the extent to which it may be in the
public interest to take further action, and what that
further action should be (informal resolution of a formal
investigation perhaps leading to a finding of a breach of
the code and sanctions being imposed).

Subject Councillor

The councillor, co-optee, or parish councillor against
whom an allegation has been made.
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Annex 3

Local Hearing Panel of the
Standards Committee
Procedure to be followed for code of
conduct complaints against
councillors
Introduction
Where the Monitoring Officer considers that it is in the public interest for a
complaint to be considered by the Standards Committee, a Local Hearing Panel
will be convened to determine whether the Subject Councillor has failed to
comply with the code of conduct.
The Monitoring Officer will seek to convene the Local Hearing Panel within 25
working days of receipt of the final Investigator’s report.
The Local Hearing Panel will comprise a minimum of three elected members of
the Standards Committee plus an Independent Person. The Monitoring Officer
will select the membership of each Local Hearing Panel.
Definitions
Complainant(s)

The person/people making the complaint.

Subject Councillor

The councillor, co-optee, or parish councillor against
whom an allegation has been made.

Appointed
Representative

The Subject Councillor may be represented or
accompanied during the meeting by a Solicitor,
Counsel or, with the permission of the Local Hearing,
another person.

Local Hearing
Panel

A meeting of a panel of three members of the
Standards Committee at which they consider whether
the “Subject Councillor” has breached the code of
conduct.

Independent
person

An Independent Person will be invited by the
Monitoring Officer to attend a Local Hearing Panel and
their views are sought and taken into consideration
before the Local Hearing takes any decision on
whether the Subject Councillor’s conduct constitutes a
failure to comply with the Code of conduct and as to
any action to be taken following a finding of failure to
comply with the Code of Conduct.

Investigator

The person appointed by the Monitoring Officer to
undertake a formal investigation. This may involve the
appointment of an investigating officer, who may be
another officer of the council, an officer of another
council or an external investigator.

Legal advisor

The officer responsible for providing legal advice to the
Local Hearing Panel. This may be the Monitoring
Officer, another legally qualified officer, or someone
appointed for this purpose from outside the council.
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Pre-hearing processes
The Monitoring Officer will invite the Subject Councillor to give his/her response
in writing to Investigator’s report. This is done to establish what is likely to be
agreed and what is likely to be in dispute at the hearing.
The Local Hearing Panel, taking account of the advice of the Monitoring Officer,
may issue directions about the way in which the Local Hearing will be
conducted, for example agreeing the number and identity of witnesses. Such
directions may be given either before or at the Local Hearing Panel, and may be
decide at a meeting or by correspondence involving all member of the panel.
Any meeting to deal with pre-hearing process issues will be held in private
without the Complainant or the Subject Councillor present.
Documentation
Local Hearing Panel meetings of the Standards Committee are subject to the
normal rules for publication of council agendas and access to information.
The agenda papers for the Local Hearing Panel will include:


Monitoring Officer report



Complaint form and documentation



Investigator’s report



Subject Councillor’s written response



For reference: Code of Conduct, Standards Committee Local Hearing
Panel procedure

The agenda and documents will be published under the Council’s rules for
exempt information. Prior to the Local Hearing Panel, any documentation
issued or exchanged during the process must be treated by all recipients as
confidential unless and until the Local Hearing Panel agrees that the press and
public should not be excluded from the meeting at which the allegations are
going to be heard.
If the Local Hearing Panel agrees that the meeting should be held in public, the
investigator’s report will be made available to the press and public in attendance
at the meeting.
Local Hearing Panel procedure
The Local Hearing Panel will follow normal committee procedures for apologies,
selection of a Chair for that meeting and declarations of interest.
At the Local Hearing Panel, the Monitoring Officer or Legal Adviser will introduce
the case that the Subject Councillor has failed to comply with the code of
conduct.
The Investigator will present his/her report, call such witnesses as necessary
(which may include the Complainant) and make representations to substantiate
the conclusion that the Councillor has failed to comply with the Code of
Conduct.
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The Subject Councillor (or appointed representative) will then have an
opportunity to give his/her evidence, to call witnesses and to make
representations about why he/she considers that he/she did not fail to comply
with the code of conduct.
Normal hearing rules will apply in terms of providing opportunities to question
witnesses and test evidence, subject to the principles of natural justice.
If the Subject Councillor (or appointed representative) is not present, then the
Local Hearing Panel will consider whether to proceed to hear the case and
make a decision in absence, or whether to adjourn the hearing to another time
or date. If the Subject Councillor has indicated that the hearing should carry on
without him/her this will normally happen.
The Local Hearing Panel may take legal advice from its legal advisor at any time
during the meeting or while they are considering the outcome. The substance of
any legal advice given to the Local Hearing Panel would be shared in the public
domain with the Subject Councillor and the Investigator if they are attending the
hearing.
The Local Hearing Panel will request that all persons leave the room while they
consider whether or not there has been a breach of the code of conduct.
If there is no evidence of a failure to comply with the Code of Conduct
If the Local Hearing Panel concludes that the Subject Councillor did not fail to
comply with the code of conduct it will dismiss the complaint and no further
action will be taken.
In that event, the Local Hearing Panel may still make general recommendations
to the Council or Parish Council on any remedial actions if considers necessary
to address the issues raised.
If there is evidence of a failure to comply with the Code of Conduct
If the Local Hearing Panel determines that the Subject Councillor has failed to
comply with the code of conduct, the Chair will inform the Subject Councillor of
this finding. The Independent Person will give his/her views on the matter, which
will be recorded in the minutes of the meeting. The Chair of the Local Hearing
Panel will explain the reasons why any advice from the Independent Person has
or has not been followed in giving its decision.
The Local Hearing Panel will then consider what action, if any, it should take as
a result. The Local Hearing Panel will give the Subject Councillor an opportunity
to make representations about that and will consult the Independent Person
deciding what action, if any, to take.
The Local Hearing Panel will request that all persons leave the room while they
consider whether or not to impose a sanction on the Subject Councillor and, if
so, what the sanction should be.
Remedies
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The Council has delegated to the Standards Committee powers to take action in
respect of individual councillors as may be necessary to promote and maintain
high standards of conduct. Accordingly the Local Hearing Panel may:


Censure or reprimand the Subject Councillor;



Recommend to the Subject Councillor’s group leader (or in the case of ungrouped members, recommend to Council or to Committees) that he/she be
removed from any or all Committee or Sub-Committees of the Council;



Recommend to the Leader of the Council that the Subject Councillor be
removed from the City Executive Board, or removed from particular portfolio
responsibilities;



Recommend to Council that the Subject Councillor be replaced as Executive
Leader;



Instruct the Monitoring Officer to, or recommend that a Parish Council, arrange
training for the Subject Councillor.



Publish its findings in respect of the Subject Councillor’s conduct;



Report its findings to Council, or to a Parish Council, for information;

The Local Hearing Panel has no power to suspend or disqualify the member or
to withdraw or suspend allowances or restrict access to or use of Council
facilities.
Recommendations to the Council / Parish Council
The Local Hearing Panel will consider whether it should make any
recommendations to the City or Parish Council with a view to promoting high
standards of conduct among councillors.
The Decision
The Monitoring Officer will, within 10 working days of the Local Hearing Panel,
prepare a formal decision notice, in consultation with the Chair of the Local
Hearing Panel, and send a copy to the Complainant, to the Subject Councillor
(and to the Parish Council if appropriate).
The decision notice will be published as part of the minutes of the Standards
Committee Local Hearing Panel meeting and will be placed on the Council’s
website unless the Monitoring Officer determines that it should remain
confidential or it contains exempt information.
The Monitoring Officer will be responsible for the implementation of the
decision of the Local Hearing Panel. The findings and recommendations of the
Local Hearing Panel (as implemented by the Monitoring Officer) are final.
Departure from these arrangements
The Chair of the Standards Committee or the Chair of the Local Hearing Panel
has the right to depart from this procedure, in consultation with the Monitoring
Officer or Legal Advisor, at any hearing where he/she considers that it is
sensible to do so to deal with the case fairly and effectively.
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Annex 4

Complaint Form – for code of conduct
complaints against councillors

Please use this form if you wish to make a Code of Conduct
complaint against City or Parish Councillors and co-opted
members.
If you would like to discuss your concerns informally before submitting a complaint,
or if you need any support in completing this form, please contact Democratic
Services on 01865 252402 or email democraticservices@oxford.gov.uk.

Please note


Complaints can only be accepted in writing or by email



The Council is unlikely to be able to keep your identity or the information you
have provided confidential if you make a complaint. If you have serious concerns
about disclosure of your name and a summary of your complaint, please
complete section 6 on confidential information.



An officer from the Council may contact you personally to go through the details
of your complaint.

Please send the completed form together with any attachments to:
The Monitoring Officer
Law & Governance
Oxford City Council
St Aldate’s Chambers
St Aldate’s
Oxford
OX1 1DS
Or by e-mail to: standards@oxford.gov.uk
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Section 1: Your details
Title:
First name:
Last name:
Address:

Daytime telephone:
Mobile telephone:
Email address:
Please consider the complaint I have described below and in the evidence
attached. I understand and accept that my name will normally be disclosed to the
Councillor and any parties involved in the complaints procedure or outside
authorities required to monitor the Council’s complaints procedure by law. My
personal details provided on this form may also be shared with the police in the
prevention or detection of crime.
Date:

Signed:

As the complainant, please indicate the categories which best describe you:
Member of the public
Elected/Co-opted Member of a Council or Parish Council (please specify):
Independent Member of the Standards Committee
Local Authority Monitoring Officer
Member of Parliament
City Council employee
Parish Council employee (please specify):
Other (Please specify)
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Section 2: Who are you complaining about?
Please give the name of the Councillor(s) or Co-opted Member(s) of Oxford City
Council or Parish Council that you believe have breached the Code of Conduct:
Title

First name

Last name

Council or Parish Council
name

Section 3: If your complaint concerns a Member of Oxford City
Council please indicate which sections of the Members’ Code of
Conduct have been breached?
Paragraph

Behaviour

3

Selflessness

4

Objectivity

5

Accountability

6

Openness

7

Honesty and Integrity

8

Leadership

General Obligations
9

Respect for others

10

Bullying

11

Impartiality

12

Confidential information

13

Knowledge

14

Professional advice

15

Council resources

16 - 19

Registering and declaring interests
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Section 4: What are you complaining about?
Please provide us with as much information as you can about your complaint to help
us decide whether or not it should be investigated. Include the date and details of
the alleged misconduct, and any information that supports the allegation.
WHY are you complaining
about them? - say what went
on, how you felt about it and
why you think it is
unacceptable or inappropriate.

WHAT did they do? If it
relates to their language or
behaviour write down what they
actually said/did as you need to
say what they did that was
unacceptable to you

WHEN did this take place?
Be specific on the dates and
times

WHERE? - be specific where it
all took place - give the
address and also the details of
the venue - was it in a meeting
room/corridor/in the street/in
the pub etc
WITNESS - who else was there
and heard what went on - you
need to name the persons who
can potentially be asked
questions about the incident(s)

OTHER -

You can continue on a separate sheet if there is not enough space on this form.
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Section 5: Evidence (if this applies)
It is essential that you give evidence to support your complaint, otherwise the
Monitoring Officer may not be able to decide if what you say should be investigated.
Please attach copies of any correspondence, documents, names and contact details
of witnesses, and any other evidence that you feel is relevant to your complaint.
Please avoid sending us large amounts of background information that only relate
indirectly to your complaint.
Please list the documents you have enclosed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Section 6: Previous complaint
To your knowledge has a Code of Conduct complaint about this issue previously
been submitted?

YES

NO

Section 7: Possible remedy
Whilst not acknowledging that your complaint is justified and without prejudice, it
would help with the assessment of your complaint to know what your desired
outcome might be. If you feel able to provide this information please indicate the
remedy or remedies you are looking for or hoping to achieve by submitting this
complaint.
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Section 8: Confidential information (only complete this section if
you are requesting that your identity is kept anonymous)
In the interests of fairness and natural justice, we believe councillors who are
complained about have a right to know who has made the complaint. We also
believe that they have a right to be provided with a copy of that complaint.
Your identity will normally be disclosed to the councillor concerned unless you have
good reason to request the withholding of this information. Such reasons, in
exceptional circumstances, might involve one or more of the following:
Please tick the appropriate box if you consider there are grounds for keeping your
complaint anonymous
Clear risk of physical harm if identity is disclosed
Possible consequence to employment status
Reasonable fear of intimidation or victimisation
Medical condition
Please provide details of why you believe we should withhold your name and/or
details of your complaint:

The Monitoring Officer will consider the request for identity to be withheld alongside
the substance of your complaint. We will then contact you with the decision. If your
request for confidentiality is not granted, we will usually allow you the option of
withdrawing your complaint.
However, it is important to understand that in certain exceptional circumstances
where the matter complained about is very serious, we can proceed with an
investigation or other action and disclose your name even if you have expressly
asked us not to.
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